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AN ELLIPTIC REGULARITY COEFFICIENT ESTIMATE
FOR A PROBLEM ARISING FROM

A FREQUENCY DOMAIN TREATMENT OF WAVES

XIAOBING FENG AND DONGWOO SHEEN

Abstract. We consider a sequence of noncoercive elliptic problems, which

are the wave equation in the frequency domain, in a rectangular or cubic do-

main with an absorbing boundary condition. The elliptic regularity coefficient

depends on the frequency, and it has a singularity for both zero and infinite fre-

quency. In this paper we derive an elliptic regularity estimate as the frequency

tends to zero and infinity.

1. Introduction

Consider the scalar wave propagation problem given by

(1.1 .i) un-Au = f,       iniix[0,oo),

(1.1 .ii) u, + — = 0,       onrx[0,oo),

(1.1.iii) u = ut = 0, infix{0},

where Q = (0, 1)^ , N = 2 or 3 , F = dQ and v is the unit outward normal to

T. The boundary condition (1.1 .ii) is a standard first-order absorbing boundary

condition such that waves arriving normally at the boundary F are completely

annihilated. Instead of solving Problem (1.1) in the space-time domain, we wish

to transform the problem into one in the space-frequency domain by taking the

Fourier transform in the time variable. Denote the Fourier transform of a
function p(t) by p(co), where

/oo 1        /«oo

p(t)e~iwtdt,       p(t) = —        p(co)el<atdco.
■oo ^^ J—oo

Thus, in the space-frequency domain, (1.1) is transformed to the family of

nonsymmetric, noncoercive, complex-valued elliptic problems of Helmhotz type

given by

(1.2.i) -co2u-Au-f,       inft,

(1.2.ii) -—\-icou = 0,        on F,
du

for each co g R.
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One motivation of treating hyperbolic problems like (1.1) in the space-

frequency domain is the effectiveness of parallel computation. Indeed, approx-

imations for u in the space-time domain are obtained sequentially, time step

by time step, while it is natural to treat all frequencies for which (1.2) is ap-

proximated simultaneously. See [4], [5], [8] for a fuller discussion of parallel

algorithms for several wave problems.

Assuming that / = f(x, t) is a real-valued function, we notice that u(x, -co)

= u(x, co). Therefore, it is sufficient to consider (1.2) for co > 0. For co = 0,

(1.2) becomes a Neumann problem and the necessary and sufficient condition

for the existence and uniqueness (up to an additive constant) of the solution

w(-, 0) is that

(1.3) [ f(x,0)dx = 0;
Ja

(1.3) will be assumed to hold, though the case co — 0 will not be of interest

in this paper. For co > 0, there exists a unique solution u(-, co) £ HX(Q)

for a given /(•, co) £ H~X(Q); see [4]. Denote the solution operator for (1.2)

by T(co) : L2(Q) -» H2(Q), so that u(-, co) = T(co)f(-, co). The objective
of this paper is to derive precise estimates for elliptic regularity coefficients

associated with T(co) for co > 0; in particular, the behavior of these bounds as

co approaches zero and infinity is of critical importance in obtaining an error

estimate for a finite element approximation for (1.2) and for inverting back to

the time domain by the Fourier inversion formula. These estimates are obtained

in the following sections for both two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases.

We find bounds for u, Vu, and D2u that are meromorphic in co with a pole of

order one at co = 0 and one of order three at co = oo . In proving these results

we shall use representations in terms of double layer potentials in Lipschitz
domains. For the one-dimensional case a complete analysis has been obtained

by using Green's function for (1.2); see [5].

2. Preliminary estimates

In this section we shall collect some preliminary estimates for the solution of

(1.2); these estimates are independent of the dimension of Q. For notational

brevity, replace u and f by u and /. Thus, for complex-valued f £ L2(Q),

we investigate the behavior of the complex-valued solution u of

(2.1.i) -co2u-Au = f,       inQ,

(2.1.ii) -—\-icou = 0,        onT,
du

for co > 0, where Q = (0, 1)* for N = 2 or 3 , r = dQ, and v denotes the

unit outward normal to F.

Standard notation for function spaces will be used. For example, for k

a nonnegative integer and p > 1, Wk'"(Q) will denote the usual complex

Sobolev space of k times differentiable functions in the complex Lebesgue

space LP(Q) and || • ll^*.^) will denote its norm. When p = 2, Wk'2(Q)

will be denoted by Hk(Q) and || • ||^*.2(n) by || • |k,n ; II • llo,n always means

II • IIl2(£2) •   Let Ck'l(Q), for k nonnegative integer and 0 < X < 1  denote
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the usual Holder space of functions whose kth order derivatives are uniformly

Holder continuous with exponent X in Q, and let || • ||c*,a(™ denote its norm.

For details of the description of these function spaces, see [1].
In order to get an H2-estimate for u, we first examine the difference between

||£>2tt||0,ri and ||Aw||0,c. (see also [7]).

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that u £ H2(Q) satisfies the boundary condition (2.1.U).

Then,

(2-2) \\D2u\\o,a < l|A«Ho\n.

Proof. Since the idea of the proof is the same for N = 2 or 3, we give the

proof only for N = 3. Before going into the proof, we first introduce some
notations. Let

r = PuFur,     n^ur«,     rf = {(x,y, z)eF\z = i},

i,j=0 i,j=0

Efj = {(x,y,z)€F\i = i,C = j,C^Q,

L/]rc.c =  /     fdy,    for£,C = x,y, z, and/,;'= 0,1.
1,1

It is easy to see that the lemma will be proved if we can show the following
three identities:

(2.3.i)      / {UxxUyy + uXxUyy}dx dy dz = 2 Re < / uxxUyydx dy dz >

= 2||M^||o,n + 2<y2[|M|2]^^,

(2.3.ii)      / {uyyuzz + uyyuzz}dx dy dz = 2 Re < / uyyuzz dx dy dz \

= 2\\Uy2f^cl + 2co\\u\2\&,.,

(2.3.iii)    / {uzzuxx + uzzuxx}dx dy dz = 2 Re < / uzzuxx dx dy dz I

= 2\\Uzx\\o,il + 2o}2[\U\2]E*.*-

Obviously, we need to prove only (2.3.i). It also suffices to assume that

u £ C3(Q) n H2(Q) and satisfies (2.1 .ii). Applying integration by parts and the
boundary condition (2.1 .ii) repeatedly leads to

(2.4)

/ uxxuyydxdydz = - / uxuxyydxdydz + /   vxuxUyyda
Ja Ja Jv

= / \uxy\2dxdydz + I   vxUxUyydo - I  VyUxuXyda
Ja Jv* Jyy

,,2 f  du_    ,        f       (du\    ,
= IIMo,n + bto""*— LUx[o^)xda

— llMA:y|lo a ~ I0* /   UHyy ~ ;(U /   \ux\2do ,
Jvx Jry
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and

/       UUyydO   =      /       UUyydO   +     I        UUyydO
Jt* Jt* Jt*

(2.5) = /    uuynydy - I   \uy\2do + /    uuynydy - /   \uy\2do
Jar* Jt* Jar* Jt*

= / (-uUy)dy + / uHydy - /   \uy\2do.

Since u is sufficiently smooth,

on Eq 'I : uy = icou,    ux = icou,

on Eq'I : uy = -icou, ux = icou,

on Ex'q : Uy = icou,    ux = -icou,

on Ex'{y : uy = -icou, ux = -icou.

By using these facts, (2.5) then becomes

/   uuyydcr =   / (-u)(icou)dy + / (-icou)dy

(2.6) - /  \Uy\2do
Jt*

=   /      ico\u\2dy - I   \uy\2do.
JE*y Jt*

The combination of (2.4) and (2.6) gives

/ UxxUyydxdydz = \\uxy\\l n + co2[\u\2]E* ,y + ico I   \uy\2do
Ja Jt*

- ico j   \ux\2d<7.
Jvy

Therefore,

/ {uxx&yy + uxxuyy}dx dy dz - 2 Re < / uxxUyydx dy dz >

= l\\uxy\\l,n + 2co2[\u\2]E*.y,

for all u £ C3(Q) n H2(Q) satisfying (2.1.ii). This completes the proof.

Next, we are going to derive some identities and inequalities satisfied by u .

Lemma 2.2. If u £ H2(Q) satisfies (2.1), then

(2.7.1) -co2\\u\\la + \\Vu\\ln = Rey^fudx} ,

(2.7.ii) w|«lo r = Im< / fudx > ,

(2.7-iii) w2||VM||2,n-||Au||2JJ = Re|^/AMfixJ ,

(2.7.iv) &>3Mo r = — Im < / fAudx > ,

(2.7.v) co4\\u\\ln + \\Au\\ln = 2w2||VW||2,n + ||/||2,n.
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Proof. Multiply (2.1.i) by u and integrate by parts using (2.1.ii). Then, taking

the real and imaginary parts of both sides gives (2.7.i) and (2.7.ii); (2.7.iii) and

(2.7.iv) follow in a similar manner if we test (2.1.i) against Aw instead of u.

Finally, (2.7.v) can be easily obtained from (2.7.i) and (2.7.iii).

Remark. Regarding the regularity assumption in the above lemma we make the

following remark. It is proved in [4] that for any / e H~X(Q) the problem

(2.1) has a unique slution u £ HX(Q). The idea of the proof is to apply the
Fredholm Alternative Principle. By using a general regularty result for Laplace

equation on convex polygonal domains in [7], we can show that the solution u

belongs to H2(Q) if the nonhomogeneous term / is in L2(Q).

Now, it follows from Lemma 2.2 and Young's inequality that

(2.8.i) IMI0,q<^I|Vii||0,o + JjII/IIo,q.

(2.8.ii) ||Vk||0>o < 2co2\\u\\la + 4^||/||iU,

(2.8.iii) l|V«||g,Q<^l|A«||g,o+4^ll/llo,o.

(2.8.iv) l|AM||g;n<2a;2||VW||2,n + ||/||2,n.

Using (2.8.ii), (2.8.iv), and (2.2) we can bound \\u\\\ a as follows:

IMli.n = ll£2"lliU + l|Vu||0,n + IMIo.n

(2.9) <l|A«|lo,n + IIVM|lo,n + ll"llo,n

< (4co* + 2co2 + l)||<n + (4^ + 5) H/llo.Q-

Thus, the problem of estimating u in H2(Q) is reduced to bounding ||u||q n

in terms of \\f\\l n , and this will be done separately for N = 3 and N = 2 in

the next two sections.

3. Estimate for N = 3

Let N = 3. An L2 -estimate for the solution to (2.1) will be established by
deriving a representation formula for the solution to (2.1) and using an L2-

estimate for the double layer potential on Lipschitz domain due to Coifman,

Mcintosh and Meyer [3]. The fundamental solution (with singularity at y) to
the Helmholtz operator in (2.1.i),

i   eiw\x-y\

(11) *,(*'') = 47i3r^T'

plays an essential role for the estimate needed in this section.

For sufficiently small s > 0, let BE(y) denote the open ball of radius e

centered at y, Bc(y) the closure of Be(y), and QE = Q - Be(y). For each

fixed co > 0, a standard argument involving Green's second identity on Q

leads to Green's representation formula for the solution of (2.1.i):
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Lemma 3.1 (Representation lemma). Let cp(x, y) be defined by (3.1) and let

u £ H2(Q) satisfy (2. Li). Then the value of u at any point y £ Q is given by
the formula

(3.2) u(y) = jf (cp(x, y)^l _ u(x)d<p{^y)^j da(x) + J <p(x, y)f(x)dx.

Corollary 3.2. Let u £ H2(Q) be the solution of (2.1). Then, for any y £Q,

(3-3)

u(y) = /   -icou(x)cp(x, y) - u(x) '       do(x) + / cp(x ,y)f(x)dx.
Jtl dv     \ Jn

For any y £ Q,  define a double layer potential with the density u £ L2(F)

by
t I   y        f    (   \ d l       a   (   n        f U(X)(X -y) • V  ,        .
h(y)= / u(x) — ---do(x) = I -i-p-\2—do(x).

JY      ' dv \x-y\ JT      \x-y\3

Here, if y £ F, the integral is understood in the sense of Calderon and Zyg-

mund.

Lemma 3.3. Let u £ L2(F). Then, there exists a constant Cx independent of u

such that

(3-4) l|/iHu,n<C,|M|o,r-

For a proof of Lemma 3.3, we refer to Coifman, Mcintosh and Meyer [3].

The main theorem of this section is as follows:

Theorem 3.4. Let u £ H2(Q) be the solution of (3.1). Then, there exists a

positive constant C such that

(3.5) ||M||2in < C[l + co2 + a(co)] \u\Iy + C\\f\\la,

where

a(co) = /-5—-dr,        e0 > 0.
Jo r

Proof. We shall estimate each term in the right-hand side of (3.3) in order to

obtain the desired estimate (3.5). Observe that, for any x £ Q,

(3.6) / ,—l—^dy <4n f     dr = 4y/3n.
Ja\x-y\2 Jo

We begin with the last term in the right-hand side of (3.3). By the Holder

inequality and (3.6),

<-^LWxtdxL\^wdx

< ̂ ii/ii8.o.

so that

(3.7) \f cp(x,y)f(x)dx        <^||/||2n.
\\Ja o,a     47C
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For the first term in the right-hand side of (3.3) we have a similar estimate.

By the Holder inequality, (3.6), and Fubini's theorem,

|/r-/c,M(xMx,y)^W[fl<^/J/r^^(x)]  dy

^^<rJjY\x-^da{X)dy

=^^L[L\^2dy}da{x)'

which leads to

|| f 2 3-\/3   ,    ,
(3.8) / -icou(x)cp(x, y)do(x)        < -=—coz\u\q r-

\\Jr o,n      ln

Finally, let us estimate the second term in the right hand side of (3.3). This

term can be rewritten as

f      .dcp(x,y), 1    f 8 e^x-rt j
\ u(x)   T\   "do(x) = — / u(x) — --rdo(x)

Jt dv 4n Jy        dv \x - y\

{     ' = a—{ / "Ws-1--,da(x)+ / u(x)--:-—do(x)}
4nlJr        dv\x-y\ JT        dv     \x - y\

= ±-{Ix(y) + I2(y)}.

Lemma 3.3 applies to the first term I\. It remains to obtain an L2-estimate

of I2. It can be decomposed as follows:

j, \      i   ,  A( ia\x-v\     ,\(x-y)-v     icoe'^x~yUx - y)' v]  ,   .  .
h(y) = Jru(x) [(>i* y\ - i) ij-^rr +-is-yp       j Mx).

Therefore,

l" \\eMx-y\ _ ii m    '
\h(y)\<jr\u(x)\{\ ]x_y]2 \+]—{\Mx)

Or \eia>\x-y\ _ ip \^     f r     CO2 \*
r   \*-y\'   daix)) + UrW=WMx))   ■

so that

Kli.0 i ml.r [jja (k'*"_V|2 + p^ji) WW •

But, for any x £F,

r   \eioi\x-y\ _ i|2 r \giw\x-y\ _ j |2 /• 4

L   \*-y\>   dy ~ JU   \*~y\<   "' + k i*~^"y
<i^+4,r"-f'i^.
~ e0       y0      r2
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from which we obtain, again using (3.6), the inequality

(3-10)
U" 1 frtT fe° 11  — Piu>r\1. "1 "|

-^ + 4*Jo   '     r2    ' dr + 4y/3nco2\do(x)j

< 12   —- + 4na(co) + 4y/3nco2   \u\lr,
. eo J

where
fe0 M  _ p<wr\2

a(co) = /    ^-=——rfr.
^o r2

Now, combining (3.3)-(3.4) and (3.7)—(3.10) gives

||M||2]n < C{1 + co2 + a(co)}\u\lr + C\\f\\l,a

for a computable constant C = C(eo) which is independent of u and co. The
proof, therefore, is complete.

Lemma 3.5. For co > 0,

mn ( 2co2,   for all co >0,
(3.H) a(co) < i
v       ' y   '     \2co,     for co>l.

Proof. Let eo = 2. Then,

,   .     .  f2 1 - cos cor ,      _     /"w sin2i ,
a(co) = 2jo r2       dr = 2cojo   —dt.

The integrand can be bounded for all t by 1 and by t~2 for t > 1, and the
lemma follows immediately.

We now come to our goal of establishing elliptic regularity coefficient esti-

mates for the solution of (2.1).

Theorem 3.6. Let u £ H2(Q) be the solution of (3.1) for co > 0.   Then there
exist positive constants aj, j = 0, 1,2,3, such that

(3.12.1) IMIo.n<^(<» + G>~1)ll/llo,n,

(3.12.H) ||VM||o,n < a,(G>2 + o>-,)||y|lo,n,

(3.12.iii) ||D2M||2ja<tf2(ft>3 + l)||/||o,n,

(3.12.iv) \\uh,a<a3(eo3 + QJ-l)\\f\\oiQ,

Proof By (2.7.ii),

l"lo,r< -||/llo,nlMlo,n

(3-13) J«lKo+4^ll/llS.o.    if"^l>

k^IMIo.o+4^ll/llo,o.    if col-

It follows from (3.5), (3.11), and (3.13) that

' C(l+ co2) UuWln + jK\\f\\2o,a) .    if co < 1,

\\u\\lQ<C\\f\\la+{ ) '
C(1+^)^||<Q + ̂ ||/||2>QJ,     ifa»l.
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Choose e small enough so that there exist some positive constant a2, such that

ii*q<{^"/"§'°'   if<"-1,

{">2U\\l,a,   ifeo>l.

Therefore,

l|w||o,n<ao(w-r-w_1)||/||o,£i.

This is exactly (3.12.i). (3.12.ii), (3.12.iii) and (3.12.iv) are the immediate
consequences of (3.13.i), (2.8.ii), (2.8iv), (2.2) and (2.9). The proof, therefore,

is complete.

4. Estimate for N = 2

In this section we present an analogous study of elliptic regularity for solu-
tions of (2.1) in a square domain in R2. The same method as used in previous

section will be employed, but in the two-dimensional case the fundamental so-

lution for the Helmhotz operator, which is given by the Hankel function, has a

nonelementary form, this will leads to a more complicated and delicate analysis.

Nevertheless, the same estimate is obtained as the one in the three-dimensional

case.

The fundamental solution y/(x, y) to the Helmhotz equation (2.1.i) with

singularity at y in the two-dimensional case is given by

(4.1) V(x,y) = -^H^(co\x-y\),

where H^l\r) denotes the Hankel function of the first kind of order zero. More

about the Hankel functions, we refer to [9] and [11]. For this Hankel function

there are the following well-known asymptotic expansion results.

Lemma 4.1. For the Hankel function of the first kind of order zero H^l\r) there

holds the following small and large asymptotic expansion formulas: For some
sufficiently small positive number r0, if r < r0, then

(4.2.i) H^\r) = 1 + 2(y + ln £)i + 0(r2),

(4.,a) ^_(^,)+0(,4);

and for some sufficiently large positive number rx, ifr > rx, then

(4.2.iii) HV\r) = Jle«'-V(l + 0(j)),

(4.2.iv) ^W=_yie«-*)(1 + 0(I))>

where y is some constant.

For the derivation of these asymptotic expansion formulas, see [9] and [11].
Similar to the three-dimensional case, there holds the following representa-

tion lemma.
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Lemma 4.2 (Representation lemma). Let u £ H2(Q) satisfy (2.1.i). Then, for

any y £ Q,

u(y) = J ^W(x, y)^- - u(x)d¥{^y)] da(x) + j y,(x, y)f(x)dx.

Corollary 4.3. Let u £ H2(Q) be the solution of (2.1). Then, for any y £ Q,

(4.3)

"(y) = /   -icou(x)y/(x,y) - u(x)-), '       do(x)+ / i//(x, y)f(x)dx.
Jr I ov     \ jci

For any y £ Q, a double layer potential with the density u £ L2(F) is then

defined by

t t \       1/"/^i        1       ,  ,  y If u(x)(x -y)-v
J\(y) = tt~ / u(x)-z— In-;--do(x) = -— I -tt—do(x).

lKy'     2n JT        dv     \x-y\     y  '        2n Jr       \x -y\2 y  '

If y £ F, the integral is again understood in the sense of Calderon and Zyg-

mund.

Lemma 4.4. Let y £ Q. Then there exists C > 0, independent of u £ L2(F),

such that

(4.4) l|/illo,Q<CMo,r.

For a proof of Lemma 4.4, we again refer to [3].

We now are ready to state the the following main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4.5. Let u£H2(Q) be the solution of (2.1). Then there exists a positive

constant C such that

(4.5)
< f C(l+w2|lna;|2)|M|2>r. + C(l + |lnG;|2)||/||2jn, ifco<r0/V2,

M"0,n " \ C(l + co2)\u\20S + C\\f\\la, if co > ro/V2.

Proof. We first notice that the Hankel function H^l\r) and its first order

derivative are continuous everywhere except at r = 0. This simple fact and

(4.2.iii)-(4.2.iv) then imply that for any 0 < £o < oo there is some positive

constant Co , which depends only on So and rx , such that

(4.6.i) \w(x, y)\ < Co,     for all e0 < co\x - y\,

(4.6.ii) d^X,>;)   < coCo,     for all e0 < co\x -y\ < oo.
dxk

Let

ASJ(y) = {x £ Q\ s < co\x-y\ < t},        V   0 < s < t < oo

for any fixed co > 0 and ASJ(y) be the closure of ASJ(y) in Q. Note that

\A0,e0(y)\ = Ttel/co2.

By (4.1.i), (4.2.ii) and (4.6) we have for any 0 < co < ro/y/2

(4.7.i)

j \¥(x, y)\2 dx = j±-p j \i - 2(y + ln ^X~y^) + 0(co2\x -y\2)\2 dx

<C,(rb) /[l + |lnw|2 + |ln|x-y||2]rfx
Ja

<C2(ro)(l + \lnco\2),
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and for all co > ro/y/2

(4.7.ii)

j \y/(x,y)\2 dx= j \y/(x, y)\2 dx + \y/(x, y)\2 dx
JCl JA0,r0(y) JAr0,oo{y)

<C3(r0) f        [l + \lnco\2 + \ln\x-y\\2]dx + Ci(r0,rx)
JA0,r0(y)

<C4(r0)\l-±^]2 + C^r0,ri)

V   r- I2
_ .   ,   V 2     I In r01      1 „■>,        ,

< C5(r0)   ?- + ^—-^ + -    + Ci(r0, rx)
?o ro        e

= C6(r0, n).

Similarly, for any co > 0 there holds

(4.8)

f\a¥{x,y) __LJ_ln_^2 dx
Jn\     dxk 2ndxk     \x - y\

= [      \^(x,y)     i   d ln    l    2 dx
JA0.r0(y)\     dxk 2ndxk      \x-y\

r        d¥(x,y)_±j_ln_i_2 dx
JAro,x(y)      dxk 2ndxk     \x-y\

f —o»|jc — vl     -.. ..   co\x-y\.      xk-yk       ,
^ \w  -]^-^ + 0(co\x -y\ln n)   ■    k    yk      dx

JA0,ro(y)\    L      °" 2       j    \xk-yk\

+ [ 2\d-^yl2 + co2 *    ,    -r^M  dx
•/^.ooO-)    L      dXk 2n\x-y\co   \xk -yk\

< C7(r0)(&;2 + w4)(^)2 + Cs(r0)co2
co

< C9(r0)(l + co2).

Like in the previous section we shall estimate each term in the right-hand

side of (4.3) in order to obtain the desired estimate (4.5). We begin with the

last term in the right-hand side of (4.3). By the Holder inequality and (4.7)

(4.9)

[\[ V(x, y)f(x) dx    dy < \\f\\2 af[\w(x, y)\2 dxdy
Ja\Ja JaJa

< f C2(l + |lnw|2)||/||2n, if co < ro/V2,

" lQ||/||2,n, if co > ro/V2.

The first term in the right-hand side of (4.3) can be treated as in the three-

dimensional case. That is, by the Holder inequality, Fubini's theorem and (4.7)
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/ -icou(x)y/(x, y) dcr(x)        < co2     \    u(x)y/(x, y) da(x)    dy
\\Jt o,a Ja\Jr

< co2\u\l y \y/(x,y)\2 do(x)dy
i a  im JaJT
(4-10) r ,

= «^2|"lo,r/    / |^(^,y)|2^y   da(x)

f 4C2w2(l + |lnw|2)|M|2r, if co < ro/y/2,

~ \ 4C6&;2|w|2) r, if co> ro/y/2.

Finally, for the second term in the right-hand side of (4.3) we rewrite it as

following

/ u(x)d¥{*,y) do-(x) = ^- [ u(x)ln —l— do(x)
Jt dv 2n JT \x-y\

p cs     V i i

+ jYUix)d^[y/{x'y)-2^ln]^y\\da{x)

= J\(y) + h(y).

By Lemma 4.4 \\Jx\\l n < C\u\\ T, and by (4.8)

ll-/2|l6^n<8C9(l+w2)|<r.

So

(4.11) [u(x)d¥{X'y) do(x)        <C10(l + w2)|M|2r.
Jt ov o,n

The proof of the theorem is complete after combining (4.9), (4.10), (4.11).

We shall conclude this section by stating the following elliptic regularity es-

timate. Since the idea of the proof is exactly the same as one for Theorem 3.6,
we shall only give a brief sketch of the proof.

Theorem 4.7. Let u £ H2(Q) be the solution o/(4.1) for co > 0. There exist
positive constants bj, 7 = 0,1,2,3, such that

(4.12.1) ||«||o.n<M« + <OH/||o,n,

(4.12.H) ||V«||o,n<6i(w2 + o>-1)||/||o,n,

(4.12.iii) ||£»2M||o,n<*2(w3+l)ll/llo,n,

(4.12.iv) \\u\\2,cl<b3(coi + co-x)\\f \\o,a,

Proof. First notice that the inequality (3.13) still holds in the two-dimensional

case. Then by (3.13) and (4.5) we get

■C(l + |lnW|2)||/||2,n

+C(l+fo,2|ln&;|2)('e||M||2)£i + ^||/||2>£i) ,    ifco<ro/V2,

IMIo a< \

+C(l+W2)(^||M||2,£i + ^||/||2;n), if co >r0/V2.

Obviously, for the large frequency co the above inequality is same as one in

the three-dimensional case. So the final estimate is same too. For the small

frequency co there are two new factors in the right-hand side of the above
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inequality, one is |<yln<y|2 and the other is |lnw|2. But |wlno)| is small

for small co and |lntu| is dominated by |^| for small co, hence the desired

estimate is also obtained for small frequency co.

5. Remarks

The similar estimate for the equations of the motion for elastic and nearly
elastic solids in the frequency is proved by one of us (see [6]). The analysis

can also be carried out for the general elliptic problem with fairly reasonable
boundary conditions in a domain with piecewise flat boundaries. An essential
step is to obtain estimates similar to (3.5) and (4.5). The condition (1.3) is not

necessary for the elliptic regularity estimates of Sections 3 and 4.
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